The savings stack up

Save space

Free the office from bulky filing cabinets and
crowded shelves. Forget unwieldy lever arch and
box files. DOC-u-BOX stackable storage units save
up to 40% space - and you simply add more when
you need them!

Save time

Go straight to the DOC-u-BOX you want, open
the flap, rifle through the files - and there’s your
document, neatly clipped in place. You don’t
even need to remove the clip to make a copy.

Save money

Lever arch, box files, cabinets, racks and cupboards
- they don’t just take up space, they are costly. A
DOC-u-BOX system costs considerably less, and
grows easily and affordably with your business.
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Give yourself room to run your business
Reclaim your office space with DOC-u-BOX

Office space is expensive.
You need to use it efficiently and effectively.
That means space-saving storage that really works and DOC-u-BOX is the unique and ingenious solution.

DOC-u-BOX comes in individual
stackable units in various sizes.
It accommodates A5, A4, A3 and
foolscap documents as well as
hanging files – and each unit is
tough enough to withstand up to
12 stone of pressure. There’s a great
choice of colours, too, so DOC-u-BOX
can be a perfect complement to your
office decor.

Lift the flap, slide the drawer and
there are your documents.
Much simpler than lifting heavy, unwieldy
lever arch or box files, much easier than
manoeuvring your way through a filing
cabinet – and you’ll save around 40%
of the space a storage system would
take up.

DOC-u-BOX doesn’t require
shelving or fixing – just a wall
to stand against.
And your system can be stacked up to
20 units high, increasing your storage
capacity in such a small space.
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Order today
Tel: 0844 826 4686
www.doc-u-box.co.uk
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